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Abstract
A study of the transverse injection of helium into a
Mach 3 crossflow is presented. Filtered Rayleigh
scattering is used to measure penetration and helium
mole fraction in the mixing region. The method is
based on planar molecular Rayleigh scattering using an
injection-seeded, frequency-doubled Nd:YAG pulsed
laser and a cooled CCD camera. The scattered _ight is
filtere_ with an iodine absorption cell _o Suppress stray
laser light. Preliminary data are presented for helium
mole fraction and penetration Flow visualization
images obtained with a shadowgraph and wall static
pressure data in the vicinity of the injection are also
presented.
Introduction
The quantitative characterization of gas injection
into supersonic flow is important for improving the
mixing efficiency of new supersonic combustor designs
and for LOX (liquid oxygen) Augmented Nuclear
Thermal Rocket (LANTR) concepts 1. The goal of the
test program is to investigate the injection, penetration,
and mixing dynamics of different injector designs. This
paper reports the initial work in this program, where
planar filtered Rayleigh scattering was used to measure
mole fraction and penetration of helium injected
transversely from a sonic nozzle into a supersonic air
flow. The test injectors were mounted in the NASA
Lewis 3.81 inch by 10.0 inch supersonic wind tunnel.
The initial test configuration used 0.25 inch diameter
sonic injection ports mounted in the tunnel roof and/or
floor downstream of the tunnel nozzle exit. The free
stream tunnel Mach number was nominally 3.0.
Shadowgraph flow visualization images and static
pressure measurements in the vicinity of the injectors
are also presented.
Previous mixing studies by other researchers have
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used probes 2'3or Mie scattering 4'5 to map the flow. A
3D visualization study was do_e using Mie scattering
from conde_se_ alc_b_l d_'r_p]e_ _. Teeh_liques based
on Mie scattering from partieles seede_ _n_o the f_gw
have potenti_ problems caused by the inability of the
particles to follow large flow acceleratio.ns and because
particles do not _ffuse like g_ molecules 7. Laser
induced fluorescence has been used in a flow seeded
with iodine vapor _'9. Eve_ an LIF t_ght experiment was
conducted using iodine Seeding I'_. However, because of
the corrosive nature of iodine, this approach is not
suitable for ma_y facilities. Planar LIF has been used
for both no_eaetir, g (seeded with nitric oxide) and
reacting flows (using OH formed by combustion) n.
Schlieren flow visualization has been used by several
researchers _2a3. A recent example of the use of
Schlieren is the study of low-angled supersonic gaseous
injection into a supersonic freestream 14. Analytical
studies of the penetratio_a of gaseous jets into supersonic
flow have also been conducted xS. An aspirating hot-
film concentration probe has been used to measure
helium concentration in a study of mixing at high
supersonic speeds _6.
Rayleigh scattering has been used by various
researchers to make quantitative point and planar
measurement of concentration in turbulent flows _7a8.
Point measurements have been made in a small burner
with frequency response in excess of 10 kHz 19. Mixture
fractions have been measured in a reacting flow using a
copper-vapor laser 2°. Temperature and mixture fraction
have been obtained in a turbulent diffusion flame 2|.
Two-dimensional concentration measurements have
been reported for turbulent flames 22, and fuel-air
concentrations were measured in a propane-air
mixture 23.
The objective of our work is to obtain quantitative
measurements of the mole fraction of helium injected
from one or more injectors into supersonic air flow.
Molecular Rayleigh scattering was chosen to make
these measurements because of the following reasons:
(1) no seeding of the flow is required; (2) the laser
system is relatively simple compared to some other
techniques; and (3) quantitative mixing data, including
molecular diffusion effects, can be obtained in a
relatively straightforward manner.
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The well-known difficulties in applying Rayleigh
scattering are stray laser light and Mie scattering from
particles in the flow. Submicron filters in the air supply
should reduce the particle loading to an acceptable level
for Rayleigh scattering measurements. The problem of
stray laser light is particularly severe in this application
because of the close proximity of the measurement
region to the location where the laser beam enters and
exits the tunnel sidewalls. We selected the technique of
filtered Rayleigh scattering zn'zs to suppress this stray
light. However, complete suppression was not
achieved. The intensity of the stray light was still about
an order of magnitude greater than the Kayleigh
scattering intensity. A data processing technique using
the difference between images with and without
injection was applied, which results in cancellation of
the stray background light. However, even though the
average value of the background is eliminated, the noise
component remains, which significantly degrades the
accuracy of the mole fraction measurement.
A pulsed laser was used because it offers two
advantages compared to a CW source. One is that an
instantaneous view of the mixing process can be
obtained if images can be recorded with a single laser
pulse. The second advantage is that if a small number
of particles are present in the flow, their images can be
easily identified and removed with an image processing
algorithm. Images obtained with a CW laser, on the
other hand, will include the integrated effect of all
particles passing through the laser sheet during the
exposure. In this preliminary work, however, we only
took 10-shot average data. Single-shot images were not
obtained because of the low signal-to,noise ratio
resulting from the large amount of stray laser light.
Theor2L
Ravlei_h scattering
Molecular Rayleigh scattering is proportional to
both the gas density and the Rayleigh scattering cross
section. For a single species gas of volume V with
number density n illuminated by a laser beam with
wavelength _, and intensity lo, the power scattered into
solid angle d.Q is
(1)d_
where dc/df_ is the differential scattering cross section
and Z is the angle between the electric field vector of
the (linearly polarized) incident light and the direction
of the scattered light.
The shape of the Rayleigh spectrum is, in general,
a function of the scattering angle and the gas density.
For the low density flows in this work, however, the
spectrum has a simple Gaussian shape
_ 1 2_(f-fo ) -
sR(y) df _._K exp{_[. _-K K-uf} (2)
where K = ks-ko is the interaction wave vector with
magnitude (wave number) K = (4/_)sin(0d2), ko and ks
are the wave vectors of the incident and scattered light,
0_ is the scattering angle, a = (2xT/m) at2 is the most
probable molecular speed (with r¢ being Boltzmarm's
constant, m the molecular mass, T the gas _emperamre);
and u is the mean gas velocity. Note that _e spectrum
is only sensitive to one component of the tluid velocity
(the component along K).
Consider a laser sheet of energy Eo that uniformly
illuminates a region in the object plane: The height of
the sheet is assumed to correspond to the height viewed
by NR rows of pixels (measured perpendicular to the
beam propagation direction), and the length viewed by
each pixel (along the beam propagation direction) is L=.
If the optical system has solid collection angle D and
includes an iodine absorption cell, the expected number
of detected photons for an optical for the qth pixel can
be written
IE [(Njs=(:)
_A (3)
,+(Nwq)_(f - fo)]lF(f)df dA..I- Bq
where
eEonLx_'a(d_sinZ (4)
(NRq)= N, hc \d_Q) Z
is the number of photons scattered (Rayleigh scattering)
that would be detected by the qth pixel if the iodine
absorption cell were not present. Similarly, <Nwq> is
the number of photons due to laser light scattered from
windows and walls at the laser frequency fo=C/_.
Broadband background light, detector dark current, and
readout noise are represented by Bq. Although
scattering from particles is not included, it could be
easily incorporated. The overall detection efficiency e
includes detector quantum efficiency and system losses.
I(39 represents the transmission function of the iodine
absorption filter.
Iodine absorption cell
The iodine absorption spectrum is calculated using
the model developed by Forkey 26'. The effect of an
iodine absorption cell on a Gaussian Rayleigh scattering
spectrum is illustrated in figure 1. The cell length is
200 mm, the iodine vapor pressure is 0.46 torr, and the
cell temperature is 328 K. The scattering angle is 135 °.
For these iodine cell parameters, the attenuation of light
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at the maximum absorption (at 18788.44 cm "1) is
predicted to be about 106:1. However, the observed
attenuation is not this large. This has been observed by
other researches using injection seeded Nd:YAG
lasers 26'27. The probable explanation is that the laser is
lasing in a mode other than that matched to the injection
seed laser.
The expected signal level can be calculated for the
optical setup used for this work (described below in the
optical setup section). The scattering angle was I35 °.
The observed: magnification was such that 1 mm in the
flow corresponded to 10,0 pixels on the CCD, so NR =
384, and Lx = 0.141 mm (including the effect of the
oblique viewing angle). Using a total pressure of 42
psia_ a total temperature of 293 K_ and an effective f-
number for light collection of fit0, gives about 70t3
detected photons per pulse. For a _0 pul_ exposure,
the total count would be 7000. As shown on figure 1,
filtering by the iodine cell reduces this by about 25%, so
the expected photoelectron count/pixel is about 5000.
Mole fraction measurement
For a binary gas mixture of air and helium, the
total Rayleigh scattered is the sum of the cross sections
of its constituents weighted by their mole fractions. The
measured light energy on the i thpixel can be written
Irai = 4(YI, He,i(_He +nAiraaAir)i ° + BiI ° (5)
where nne,i and nAir.i are the number densities of helium
and air in the region viewed by the i t_ pixel; A i is a
proportionality constant that is a function of the
distribution of laser intensity in the image and of the
collection efficiency; Bi is proportional to the non
Rayleigh scattered light (i.e., stray laser light); aAir and
(me are the differential Rayleigh scattering cross
sections (written in a Simpler form than the notation
used in equations 1 and 4); and Io is a measure of the
laser energy. The constants Ai and Bi can be determined
by making two measurements (denoted measurements 1
and 2) at different known values of nAi_ with no helium
in the flow. For air densities hair1 and nair2 we have
1,,,2,,/'1o -- I,,,la / Io
4:(nAir2--nAirl)O'Air (6)
Iml i
Bi = ...... -- 4 n Airl O'Airio
Once the calibration constants Ai and B_ have been
determined, two additional measurements, one without
injection (denoted measurement 3), and one with
injection (denoted measurement 4) can be used to
obtain mole fraction if we assume that the total number
density of the helium-air mixture is equal to the number
density of the flow without helium injection. This
assumption is equivalent to assuming that both the static
pressure and the static temperature are unchanged. This
clearly is not valid in the close vicinity of the injection
port where the injected gas is rapidly expanding.
However, our measurements were taken as least four
nozzle diameters downstream from the injector, where
surface pressure measurements indicated that the static
pressure has returned to the upstream tunnel pressure.
The helium mole fraction in an air-helium mixture
is defined as
Fn _ = nue nAir= 1---- (7)
nAir + nx_ nr
where nr = hair + nile is the total molecular number
density. Measurements 3 (no inject}c_)_md4 (,_tb
injection) then give the helium mole fraction for each
pixel
Fn,. ' lma,i/lo [m4_/Io I (8)
Im3,i/L " _ I-O'tte/a Air
Because the mole fraction is proportional to the
difference of the images, any changes in the in*enst_
distribu_oa_ (other thaa _a_ resalt_ag f_om _e. ir_je_ctant*
flow) will result in rel_ve!y large errors: For example,
small changes in the location of _e laser bedim can
example, by temperature, changes ir_ _he .optics that
interval. It is alS(,_con:ven_e_t io use the flew without
injection for the calibration as well as the flow
condition 3. This allows the mole fraction measurement
to be obtained with only three images. In any case, the
images for injection and no injection should be taken as
close in time as is feasible.
With the iodine absorption cell, the calibration
data should be obtained with flow conditions having the
same velocity and temperature. This ensures that the
filtered Rayieigh scattering will have the same fraction
of the total Rayleigh scattered light. In operation, this
can be done by taking the calibration data at different
tunnel total pressures.
Uncertainty Analysis
In this section we estimate the uncertainty in the
helium mole fraction measurement due to photon
statistical noise. This is a fundamental lower bound on
the uncertainty. In practice, other factors will result in a
larger uncertainty. Assuming that the measurements
are uncorrelated a_d that the variance in the
phote*lectron counts/pixel is equal to the expected
count (Poisson statistics), we can readily calculate the
uncertainty in the helium mole fraction for each pixel.
_ F1.3+z.,+ ,==+ +24"/'=(9)%, = e;'[ u= _'_ _"
The intensities in this expression are in terms of
photoelectrons, and trR represents the CCD read noise.
The terms in the denominator represent differences in
the Rayleigh scattering signals if the background is
equal for the four exposures. Figure 2 shows the
helium mole fraction uncertainty for several values of
background due to stray laser light for Rayleigh
scattering intensities corresponding to our tests. Note
that the minimum uncertainty (for no stray light) is
about 0.05. For stray light levels observed in this study,
however, the uncertainty is much larger. As shown
below, a typical value of stray light intensity is about
25,000 photoelectrons (note that the actual
photoelectron count is about a factor of 5 larger than the
readout count from the CCD camera).
Experiment
Wind tunnel
The continuous flow tunnel (fig. 3) has a 3.81
inch (width) by 10.0 inch (height) supersonic test
section about 40 inches in length. The inlet pressure
was nominally 42.5 psia with an exit pressure less than
1.5 psia at maximum mass flow conditions tested.
Depending on services available, inlet pressure could
reach nearly 50 psia with the Mach 3 nozzle blocks.
The tunnel inlet air was filtered to remove particulates
with diameters larger than 0.2 grn. The injectant flow,
however, was not filtered. The boundary layer was
controlled with compartmentalized bleed modules
located in the side wails before the nozzle contraction
and in the roof and floor downstream of the helium
injectors. Boundary layer thickness without injection
ranged from 0.4 inch to 0.5 inch for the region 4 to 30
nozzle diameters downstream of the injector. The 0.25
inch diameter helium injection nozzles are mounted in
the tunnel floor and roof 1.85 inches downstream of the
tunnel nozzle exit plane. The injection nozzles have a
constant diameter with an L/D of 1. Full roof-to-floor
optical access is provided by glass windows mounted in
the tunnel side walls. The helium injection nozzles are
operated at approximately the same total pressure as the
tunnel inlet. The helium supply consisted of four
standard 220 scf gas cylinders. Injection could be
made, either individually or simultaneously, through the
floor and roof nozzles. This arrangement provided
about 90 sec of helium flow through a single injector.
Operation with helium flow through multiple injectors
decreased this time accordingly. A large number of
static pressure taps were placed in the roof (55 taps) and
floor (57 taps) injector plates as shown on figure 3.
Rayleigh scattering optical setup
The optical setup is shown in figure 4. The beam
from the injection-seeded, frequency-doubled Nd:YAG
laser (0.7 J, 532 nm, 10 Hz pulse rate, 8 ns pulse
duration) was formed into a sheet about 40 mm high
using a combination of spherical and cylindrical optics.
The laser beam is passed through the 47 inch long, 1.2
inch thick, full roof-to-floor windows. The windows are
plate glass, with a relatively large number of included
bubbles. These windows have been in use for a number
of years, and the inner surfaces of the wiedows have
been abraded by particle impacts. These D._r quaiity
surfaces resulted in a large amount of laser scattering.
Light is collected at 45 ° to the beam direction,
passed through the iodine cell, and is imaged onto the
liquid nitrogen cooled CCD array (1752x532 pixels,
70% quantum efficiency) with a 85 mm focal length,
f/1.4 lens. This resulted in a pixel viewing a region on
the laser sheet 0.10 mm high by 0.14 nun wide (the
width being larger because of the oblique viewing
angle). This oblique viewing causes keystone distortion
and defocusing. The limited depth of focus caused a
significant blurring of particle images and made it
difficult to effectively remove them. In addition, this
caused the spatial resolution of the measurement to be
only about 1 or 2 ram. To correct this, the lens and
CCD should be aligned in accordance with the
Scheimpflug condition 28, which was not done in this
study.
Extensive baffling was incorporated to minimize
the amount of stray laser light that reached the CCD
camera. Only a fraction of the total CCD array was
used (about 350x500 pixels), which reduced the time
required to transfer the CCD image to the computer to
about 7 seconds. Because of the expected small number
of Rayleigh scattering photoelectron counts/pixel, all
data were taken using 10-shot exposures. The laser and
optics are mounted on a remotely controlled 3-axis
positioning system.
Shadowgraph flow visualization
A shadowgraph system was also used to visualize
the flow. The double pass shadowgraph system used 30
inch diameter concave surface mirror and a 16 inch by
24 inch front surface flat mirror. The normal field of
view recorded by the visualization system was the full
tunnel height of 10 inches high by over 17 inches long.
Two techniques were used to record shadowgraph
images. The first technique used a continuous light
source and a gated (10 gs), intensified CCD camera
with an RS170 output. These images were recorded on
a VCR and provided a continuous visualization of the
flow. A computerframe-grabbercouldalsobeusedto
capturetheseimages.Thesecondtechniqueuseda
pulsedlightsourcewiththeimagerecordedwitha35-
mm camera. These images were of higher quality than
the VCR recorded images. Figure 5 shows images
obtained with the 35-ram camera. Because the Rayleigh
scattering optics obscured the field of view of the
shadowgraph, simultaneous Rayleigh scattering data
and shadowgraphs could not be obtained.
Experimental results
Ra¥1eigh scattering
Two sets of Rayleigh scattering data were taken.
The first set (denoted RDG 2040) was taken
approximately 4 nozzle diameters (1.075 inches)
downstream of the leading edge of the 0.25 inch
diameter injector mounted in the tunnel roof. The
tunnel was operating at Mach 3 with a total pressure of
42.3 psia; the gaseous helium injection total pressure
was 40.3 psia. Typical raw images obtained with the
Rayleigh scattering system are shown itt figure 6. Note
the particle images on figures 6b and 6c (with helium
flow). These are apparently in the unfiltered injectant
flow. The receiving optics for this set of measurements
incorporated a mask with a relatively large aperture,
which did not block the view of the tunnel roof. The
average value of the recorded intensity in this image is
about 25,000 photoelectron counts. Since the expected
Rayleigh scattering intensity for the flow without
injection is about 5000 photoelectrons/pixel, we expect
an uncertainty (based on fig. 2) of about O.1 to 0.2
depending on the mole fraction. Figure 7 shows mole
fraction data calculated using the scheme described
above. Calibration for these images was based on flow
at tunnel total pressures of 30.3 and 42,3 psia (6.4 and
9.3 pps mass flow rates). The part of the image with the
"salt-and-pepper" pattern is where the Rayleigh
scattering signal was too weak to obtain a calibration.
Also, because these images were obtained by
subtracting flow images with injection from flow
images without injection, white particle images
correspond to particles in the flow without injection,
while black particle images correspond to particles in
the flow with injection.
The momentum flux ratio, defined as
J = 7H'PmM2e (10)
_ air P AirM 2Air
is a parameter commonly used to characterize
penetration of a jet into crossflow. For our tests J =
2.25. Here, the helium pressure and Mach number are
the values at the injector exit, and the air values are
those of the tunnel free stream.
A second series of test runs (denoted RDG 2110-
2118) was made using the 0.25 inch diameter injector
mounted in the tunnel floor. The tunnel operating
conditions were approximately equal to the test
conditions of RDG 2040. For this test, data were
obtained at a number of downslream locations, but the
calibration data were not taken because of limited run
time. (The calibration requir_ that the tunnel operating
condition be changed.) A mask with a smaller aperture
was employed in this test in an attempt to reduce the
amc_n_ of stray laser light reaching the CCD. As a
result, the region near the tunnel floor was not visible in
the recorded images. (This smaller mask, however, did
not significantly reduce the amount of detected stray
light.) Figures 8 shows the image data obtained by
subtracting images with helium injection from images
without injection, These pro'_'ide qualitative
information on the mixing and information on the
penetratio_ of the helium into t_e tunnel flow.
Shadowgraph images were obtained at the same
flow conditions as the Rayleigh scattering images, but
on a differem day. Simultaneous Ray_e_gh scattering
and shadowgraph images could not be obtained with
this setup because the :Rayleigh scattering optics
obscured the field of view of the shadowgraph. Figure
5b is a shadowgraph take_ under the same flow
conditions as the R_ylei_ scattering data Shown in
figure 7. The helium plumecan beseen at the bottom
of the shadowgraph. Note that _ injector was located
upstream of the leading edge of the window, A 4.5 inch
long pitot probe located 2 inches above the tunnel
centerline is also visible in the shadowgraph along with
the bow shock caused by the injected helium jet. The
edge of the helium plume was difficult to accurately
determine from the single-sh0t shadowgraphs because
of the dynamic, turbulent nature of the interface
between the helium plume and the tunnel flow.
The helium penetration taken from the Rayleigh
scattering images and from two shadowgraphs are
shown in figure 9. The penetration obtained from the
Rayleigh scattering images was determined by visually
selecting the maximum distance discernible from the
images shown on figures 7 and 8. We also show on this
figure three correlations for penetration given by
Rogers 2
z/D = 3.87 jo.3 (x/D)O.143 (11)
McDaniel and Graves 8
z/D = jo.s44 ln[2.077(x/D) + 2.059] (12)
and Gruber et als.
/ D o344z  =l.23J[(x/D+O.5)/J] " (13)
Rogers' correlation obtained by gas sampling for x/D <
120 is larger than the other two correlations. McDaniel
and Graves based their correlation (for x/D < 20) on
LIFdata,andGruberetal.basedtheircorrelationon
Miescattering(forx/D< 8). (Notethatequation13is
modifiedto accountfor the a differentreference
locationthanthatusedbyGruberetal.) Asshownin
figure9, thepenetrationobtainedfromtheRayleigh
scatteringagreesreasonablywellwiththecorrelations
ofMcDanielandGravesandGruberetal.
Other experimentalcomparisonsinclude
measurementsusingNO PLIF (Mach1.4,J = 2.1)
presentedbyLeeet al. 11 that show penetration values
between Rogers, and McDaniel and Graves'
correlations. Schlieren data (Mach 3.0, J = 1.7) by
Papamoschou and Hubbard 13 show similar penetration
at x/D = 6. As shown on figure 9, the penetration
measurements obtained from our shadowgraphs are
somewhat larger than those obtained from Rayleigh
scattering. Our penetration values obtained from
Rayleigh scattering agree best with and McDaniel and
Graves' equation 12. Both sets of data show that the
helium plume does not mix very quickly with the main
tunnel flow. Also, the spreading of the helium
transverse to the flow direction is greater than the
penetration into the flow. Note that this effect is larger
than it appears in the Rayleigh scattering images
because of the oblique viewing angle. Walt static
pressure data obtained with helium injection through the
roof and floor are shown in figure 10. The roof data
denoted with a _" may be slightly high due to a drift in
the pressure measurement system. Both static pressure
data show a rise in the vicinity of the injector, followed
by a decrease below the tunnel static pressure just
downstream of the injector. The pressure returns to the
tunnel mainstream value about 4 nozzles downstream of
the injector. This is in general agreement with data
presented by Zukoski and Spaid 12.
Concluding remarks
This preliminary work demonstrated the feasibility
of using filtered Rayleigh scattering to measure helium
mole fraction and depth of gaseous helium penetration
into a Mach 3 flow. The expected uncertainty in the
mole fraction based on photon shot noise was on the
order of 0.2 for a 10 shot average. However, the actual
uncertainty was larger because of Mie scattering from
particles in the tunnel and injectant flows.
A number of changes are planned to improve the
data quality. A large capacity helium supply is being
installed. This will allow much more efficient use of
test run time compared to the use of 220 scf cylinders
used in this work. Also, this allows study of larger
momentum flux ratios for future injection design
development. Better quality windows are being
procured for future tests. These windows will be fused
silica or BK7 and will have much better surface quality
than the windows used in these tests. This should result
in a significant reduction in the amount of stray
scattered laser light. In addition, these new windows
will be mounted such that they can quickly be removed
for cleaning. (The windows used in this work require a
full day to remove and replace.) The problem of Mie
scattering from particles will be reduced with the
installation of new filters in both the main tunnel flow
air supply and in the injectant gas supply. (The
injectant was not filtered in this work.) Effort will be
made to reduce the stray laser tight by improved
baffling and by coating critical Surfaces w_t_ reflecting
and/or absorbing black paint. The optics will be
aligned according to the Scheimpflug condition so
particle images will be in focus and can more easily be
removed from the Raylei_I_ scattering images.
The effectiveness of the iodine absorption filter is
limited with the pulsed NdiYAG laser used for tiffs
work. This is likely a result of weak lasing in a mode
other than the mode matched to the injection seeder.
Use of a CW laser (such as an argon-io_ laser) with
better spectral properties will be considered if the
particle loading can be sufficiently reduced.
Mole fraction measurement from single-shot
images will be obtained using CCD binning to increase
the signal-to-noise ratio. This would give instantaneous
planar data on the mixing (but with a reduction in the
spatial resolution).
The planned test program includes the study of a
variety of injector designs including multiple inline
arrays of round sonic and supersonic nozzles and new
wedge-shaped injectors. These injectors will be located
in the tunnel roof and floor modules, both downstream
of the tunnel nozzle exit and later in the diverging
section of the nozzle. Velocity measurements will also
be obtained using a previously developed technique z9
based on spectrally resolved Rayleigh scattering. Also,
faster and more accurate control of tunnel operating
conditions will be pursued with the implementation of
artificial neural networks 3°.
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